In 1972, when the United States recognized End Stage Renal Disease as a financial catastrophic disease, it began funding 80% of the cost of those covered by Social Security. Immediately all theological, moral, and ethical objections against dialysis stopped when the financial situation was solved.
There are about 100,000 people on dialysis in the United States at this time, and many more have been on dialysis but are now carrying a functional renal transplant. Unfortunately, almost no government controls were instituted for the indication and application of dialysis when the renal program was funded not for the renumeration of physicians or the profit of dialysis centers.
On the other hand, more and more stringent controls were instituted for dialysis equipment which was and is under FDA regulation. This has had a stifling influence on the development of new equipment such as the wearable artificial kidney and on the formation of small, new companies that would initiate change. The result has been that dialysis itself and dialysis programs have become much more expensive than they need to be.
The artificial heart program is now at the stage that the artificial kidney was before 1960. At that time, the Scribner-Quinton shunt made long term dialysis possible although it was still fraught with many problems. Presently (in 1989), long term application with an artificial heart is possible but there are still many problems.
There is no question of whether the artificial heart will come or will not come. The question is, "Will it be made in the United States or only abroad?" I believe that the rules of the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) should be changed and that approval should not be needed for the first 200 applications of a new device ( Fig. 1 ). I pointed out that the Institutional Review Board (IRB) and the fear of lawsuits are a sufficient guarantee for the health of the patient.
The American Society for Artificial Internal Organs (ASAIO) submitted a citizen's petition in 1984 to this extent to the FDA. During our meeting in 1989, we learned that after a five-year study, this petition has been denied; and that we may hear the official answer to this petition perhaps in another three months or so. In actuality, the only way to remedy this situation is through Congress.
The FDA was created to protect us from bad medicine and later from bad devices. It was not meant to be a concealed cost containment which it becomes when it restricts the number of centers where an artificial heart can be applied.
There are 35,000 people in the United States per year who need a replacement of their ailing heart. Perhaps, and at most, 2,000 donor hearts are available per year (Fig. 2) .
This means that about 33,000 people will have a choice between death or an artificial heart. Since most people do not want to die, there is no question that the artificial heart will be developed and will be used, once sufficient confidence in it is established. As a matter of fact, artificial hearts are already being made in Russia, Austria, Czechoslovakia, Italy, France, East Germany, Switzerland, West Germany, Japan and mainland China.
To illustrate this point, Figure 3 was sent to me by Dr. Bang Yu Chiang from Shanghai showing a calf there with an LVAD made in Communist China (Fig. 3) .
The NIH has been less than encouraging towards the development of the artificial heart and has requested a study from the National Academy of Science to define its feasibility -a well-known delaying technique.
The study of ethical issues is a smoke screen to block technical developments and to block funding for the artificial heart. Once the financial need is recognized, all theological, moral and ethical objections will disappear as they did for dialysis. This paper has been presented at the American Society for Internal Organs (ASAIO), May 1989, Dallas, Texas I believe that our priorities are wrong. Apparently our government is now proposing to spend 50 billion dollars to build new tritium plants (Fig. 4) . Tritium is used only for atomic warheads. I am not complaining about the 90 billion dollars that is required to clean up the mess that was made by the previous tritium plants. However, I am very much opposed to having another 50 billion dollars spent for new tritium plants, while we have 30,000 warheads that we don't know what to do with. Why don't we cannibalize them? Moreover, we don't need new warheads since longrange nuclear warheads are no longer a credible deterrent against war. Instead, we should accept the Russian's offer of a nuclear freeze, stop all testing, and stop all manufacturing of nuclear warheads.
If the United States does not change its priorities, what should we inventors of artificial hearts do? What is our duty towards people in desperate need of these devices? (Fig. 5 ) Much to my regret, we would have no other choice than to have these artificial hearts made wherever it can be done -Argentina, Germany, Italy, Austria, Czechoslovakia, Switzerland, Canada, Japan, anywhere! The United States will then have to buy them when belatedly it wakes up to the necessity of their use.
I have asked the members of the ASAIO to join one of the following organizations: International Phy-sicians for the Prevention of Nuclear War, Physicians for Social Responsibility, or the Union of Concerned Scientists. I asked them to make sure that their voices would be heard because the Military Industrial Complex has a momentum of its own.
We want to use our resources for education, the care of the sick, the care of the elderly, and for research; instead of for nuclear warheads, star wars or binary nerve gas.
The major defense contractors are giving subcontracts to every voting district in the United States to force their budgets on the members of Congress. Please make sure that your voice is heard! 
